Instruction Sheet - ISC UB171
Type 3 Fall Arrest Block and
Adaptor Bracket
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The fall arrest block adaptor
bracket must only be attached
to the top of the lower leg
section of the IndustriPOD
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Connect the swivel pulley to the side plate attachment
point that is directly opposite the leg that the fall arrest
block adaptor bracket is attached to
Lower
leg section
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This example shows the ISC UB171 Type 3
Fall Arrest Block being used as a backup or
secondary device with a retrieval capability
The third leg of the tripod was omitted from this
diagram for the purpose of clarity

View A

When using the ISC UB171 Fall Arrest Block in
this configuration, it must face upwards as
shown and the cable must always change
direction at the head of the tripod

The eyebolt and the other
anchor points can be used for
primary rigging, work positioning
and/or other additional rigging
as required

The swivel pulley is to be attached to the
side plate attachment point that is on the
far side of the fall arrest block

Top of lower
leg section
Note: The fall arrest
block must be attached
to the adaptor bracket
as per the ISC
UB 171 manufacturer
instructions

A swivel pulley to suit a wire rope
application must be used

Top leg
section

This example shows the fall arrest
rigging only. The load is being
positioned (up and down) by
another method (e.g. fixed ladder)

An independent
system (not shown)
is being used to
provide work
positioning

Load
(one person)

Attach the adaptor bracket to
the top of the lower leg section
with two leg pins

A working load limit of 136kg (one person) is applied
when using the ISC UB171 Fall Arrest Block.
Secure the legs of the IndustriPOD
(see the users manual for more information)

